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0. Introduction

Let X and Y be smooth G-manifolds, where G is a finite group. Then

the r-jet bundle Jr(X, Y) is naturally a differentiable G-fibre bundle. Let

Jr

G(X, Y) be the subspace of Jr{X, Y) consisting of all the r-jets of "equivariant

local maps". Then Jr

G(X, Y) is a G-invariant subspace of Jr(X, Y).

Let Ω(X, Y) be an open G-subbundle of Jr(X, Y) -> X which is invariant

under the natural action by local equivariant diffeomorphisms of X on

Jr(X, Y). Then Ω(X, Y) is called a natural stable regularity condition. We

say that a map / : X -> Y is Ω-regular if ff(X) <= Ω(X, Y). Now we assume

that Ω(X, Y) be a natural stable regularity condition. We say that Ω(X, Y)

is G-extensible if the following conditions hold: There exists a natural stable

regularity condition Ω'(X x R , 7 ) c Jr(X x R, Y) (where G acts on R trivially)

such that

π(i*(Ω'(X x R, Y))) = Ω(X, Y)

π(i*(β'(X x R, 7)n Jr{X x R, 7))) = Ω{X, Y)Γ\ Jr

G{X, Y)9

where π: i*(Jr(X x [R, 7 ) ) ^ J r(X, 7) is the natural projection defined by

π(j[x0)f) =jr

xf°i for the canonical inclusion i: X ^ X x R. The examples of

the G-extensible regularity condition are given in ([2], [3]).

In this paper we will prove the following approximation theorem.

THEOREM 0.1. Let Ω(X, Y) be a G-extensible regularity condition, and

suppose that there is a continuous equivariant section σ: X ->Ω(X, Y) covering

the map f:X—>Y Then f may be fine C°-approximated by smooth Ω-regular

equivariant maps whose r-jets are G-homotopic to σ as sections of Ω(X, Y).

This result is an equivariant generalization of the approximation theorem

in Appendix of [4]. In [2] we have shown a theorem of homotopy

classification on ί2-regular smooth equivariant maps. If we consider an open

manifold X, Theorem 1.3 in [2] does not assert that the homotopy class of

a proper equivariant map is represented by the jet of an f2-regular proper

smooth equivariant map. However, Theorem 0.1 guarantees this property, so

that the theorem refines the previous result in [2].
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In § 1 we recall some elementary facts about transformation groups.

Theorem 0.1 will be proved in §2 by using the usual extension technique for

G-equivariant maps on equivariant simplicial complexes and the C 1 -

triangulation theorem for smooth G-manifolds which has been proved in [1].

1. Preliminaries

Let G be a finite group and X a G-manifold. For any x e l , we denote

Gx the orbit of x and Gx the isotropy subgroup of x. Let V9 W be Riemannian

G-vector bundles over Gx. The fibres Vxi Wx of V, W over the point x are

Gx-modules and we have canonical isomorphisms V^ G x GχVx, W= G x GχWx.

The bundle

D(V)φD{W)={(v,w)eV®W\\\v\\ < 1, ||w|| < 1}

with fibre D(VX) x D(WX) is called a handle bundle with index = dim V. Let

Z, Y be invariant submanifolds of X and φ\ S(V)®D{W)^dZ be an equi-

variant embedding, where S(V)φD(W) = {(ι>, w)eV® W\ \\x\\ = 1, ||w|| < 1}.

If Y= Z\Jφ(D(V)φD(W))9 then we say that Y is obtained by attaching the

handle bundle D{V)®D{W) to Z via S(V)®D(W). We may consider that

D(V) Θ D(W) ^ G x Gχ (D(VX) x D{WX)). Then there is an open Gx-equivariant

C°°-maρ

F:Jr(D2(V)®D(W), Y)\D2(VX) x D(WX) -^J"(D2(VX) x D(WX), Y)

defined by F(fyf) =fy(f\D2(Vx) x D{WX)). Here, D2(V) = {veV\ \\v\\ < 2}.

Since G is a finite group, F is an isomorphism on fibre and maps

J'G(D2(V) Φ D(W), Y) I D,(VX) x D(WX)

isomorphically onto Jr

Gχ(D2(Vx) x D(WX), Y). We define

x D(WX)9 Y) = F(Ω(D2(V)φD(W)9 Y)\D2(VX) x

If ί2(X, 7) is G-extensible, then ΩX(D2(VX) x D(Wί), Y) is Gx-extensible. Since

G is a finite group, we can interpret Propositions 4.3 and 4.4 in [2] as follows:

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let G be a finite group. Suppose that Ω(X, Y) is

G-extensible and Gx acts on V trivially. Then the restriction map

pΩ: C£χΩχ(D2(Vx) x D(WX), Y) — > C£χΩχ(D[12](Vx) x D(WX), Y)

is a Serre fibration, where D[12](VX) = {ve Vx\ 1 < ||v|| < 2}.

PROPOSITION 1.2. With the same assumption, the restriction map
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p: ΓSx(Ωx(D2(Vx) x D(Wx)f Y)) — > ΓSx(D[12](Vx x D(WX), Y))

is a Serve fibratίon.

Here, the notation is the same as in [2].

We now review some results of equivariant simplicial complexes in

[1]. By a simplicial complex we mean a geometric simplicial complex, that

is, the topological realization of an abstract simplicial complex considered as

a topological space together with the structure given by the simplexes. A

simlicial G-complex consists of a simplicial complex K together with a G-action

φ: G x K -* K such that g: K -• K is a simplicial homeomorphism for every

g e G. For a simplicial G-complex K we say that it is an equivariant simplicial

complex if the following conditions are satisfied.

1. For any subgroup H of G we have that if s = (vo,...,vny is a simplex of

K and s' = (hovθ9...9 hnvn} is also a simplex of K for some ftfeff (i = 0,...,n)

then there exists /ze# such that hvt = h^ (ί = 0,...,n).

2. For any simplex s of K the vertices vθ9...9bn of s can be ordered in such

a way that GVn c ••• cz Gy o.

In condition 1 the vertices vθ9...9vn need not be distinct. We call GVn

the principal isotropy subgroup of s. The above conditions are purely technical

since the second barycentric subdivision of any simplicial G-complex is an

equivariant simplicial complex. In [1] Illman has shown the C^triangulability

theorem for smooth G-manifold when G is a finite group.

2. Proof of Theorem 0.1

Let p be any invariant smooth metric on Y9 and let α: X -• (0 oo) be an

invariant smooth function. We shall show that there exists an ί2-regular

equivariant map g: X -• Y such that jrg is ί2-regulary G-homotopic to σ (i.e.

σ and fg is G-homotopic as sections of Ω{X, Y)) and that p(f(x)9 g(x)) < α(x)

for each xeX. For an open invariant submanifold W of Y, we define

Ω(X, W) = Jr(X, W)f]Ω(X, Y). If Ω(X9 Y) is G-extensible then Ω(X, W) is

also G-extensible. We will use this fact to prove Theorem 0.1. Furthermore,

we need the following simple lemma.

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that we have a commutative diagram

£-*->£'
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where p, p' are Serre fibratίons and g is a weak homotopy equivalence. Then

g is a weak homotopy equivalence if and only if its restriction to each fibre

of E is a weak homotopy equivalence.

Proof of Theorem 0.1. For each xeX, let Wx be an open G/(x)-invariant

convex coordinate neighbourhood of f(x) contained in {ye Y\p(f(x), y) <

l/4α(x)} such that gWx = Wgx for each geG. Take an open covering {Ux}

of X such that each Ux is a Gx-invariant subset which is included in

{ye Y\oc(y) > l /2α(x)}n/" 1 Wx. Choose a smooth equivariant triangulation

of X so fine that each n-simplex A lies in one of the open sets Ux, say UΛ9

where n = dim X. Suppose inductively that we have construct an invariant

neighborhood Xj-1 of (j — l)-skeleton on X, and an f2-regular equivariant

map gj-ι'. Xj-i -+ Y such that jrgj-\ is ί2-regularly G-homotopic to σ\Xj-t

and such thsitjrgj-1(Xj^1 Π UA) a WA for each n-simplex A (these constructions

may clearly be made for j = 1).

Now let X'j-ι be an invariant neighbourhood of the (J — l)-skeleton in

Xj-ι, and for each -simplex E let X(E) be a Ge-invariant neighbourhood of

£, where eelntE, in UE = f]{UA \E < A} such that X(E)-Xf

j_1 are disjoint
and there is a Ge-diffeomorphism

(X(E), X(E)f]Xf

j_1) * (D{(Ve) x D"->(We), D{12] x Dn~j(We)).

Here we may choose X(E) with the following properties:

a) Ve and We are Ge-vector spaces and the action of Ge on Ve is trivial.

b) For any ΛeG, h(Dj

2(Ve) x Dn~j(We)) = Dj

2(Vhe) x D"-j(Whe).

c) If h(Dj

2(Ve) x Dn-j(We))0(Dj

2(Ve) x Dn~j(We)) Φ 0, then heGe.

We have a G-diffeomorphism from G x Ge(Dj

2(Ve) x Dn~j(We)) to G(Dj

2(Ve)

x Dn~j(We)) ^ GX(E).

Consider the following commutative diagram:

, WA) ^ Γ°e(Ωe(X(E), WA))

u
fj-l9 WA))

whose vertical maps are Serre fibrations (by Propositions 1.1 and 1.2) and

whose horizontal maps are weak homotopy equivalence by Theorem 1.3 in [2].

Since;rfif i/_1 |A'(£)nA'j_1 is ^-regularly Ge-homotopic to σ\X(E)τ\X'j-u

and so there is a section τ in the fibre over jrgj_1\X(E)f]Xfj — 1 which is

irregularly Ge-homotopic to σ\X(E) and there is an ί2e-regular Ge-equivariant

map gE: X(E) -^ WE in the fibre over gj_ί \X(E)ΓϊXr

J-1 (using Lemma 2.1) such

that jrgE is ί2e-regularly Ge-homotopic to τ and hence σ.
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Now we define X(GE) = GX(E) and gGE: X(GE) -> GWE by gGE(hz) = hgE(z)

for any zeX(E) and each heG. Then gGE is an equivariant map and jrgGE

is ί2-regularly G-homotopic to σ. Define Xj = f)GEX(GE), and gf. X} -* 7 by
g.(z) = gGE(z) for zeX(GE). This completes the induction step.

By this method, we can construct an Ώ-regular equivariant map g: X -• Y
such that fg is Ώ-regularly G-homotopic to σ and such that g(UA) c Ŵ  for
each n-simplex X.

By the definition, UA = UXΛ for some xAeX. If ze(7x, then /(z), g(z)eWXΛ,
so that p(/(z), 0(z)) < p(/(z), /(xΛ)) + p(g(z), f(xA)) < l/4(α(xj + α(xj) =
l/2α(xj. However, ze UA, then α(z) > l/2α(xj. It follows that p(f(z), g(z))
< α(z). This completes the proof.
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